Item Number: 9001QT
Merfin® Sanitizing Convenience Kit Instructions (Merfin® Airlaid Dry Wipes + RMC® Quat Plus TB)
Remove Bucket Lid - if dry wipe roll is not already loaded, load one of the refill
rolls into the bucket (item no. 9001DW).
Pour Liquid - in a circular motion pour in the 1 quart bottle (32 ounces) of RMC® Quat
Plus TB (EPA approved) over dry wipes in bucket working from the outside towards the
center for proper saturation. We recommend wearing gloves when handling chemicals.
Pull From Center - always start by pulling the first wipe out from the center of
the roll, never the outside. Trust us on this!
Thread Through Lid - pull wipe up from the center of roll, thread it through lid opening and
close air-tight lid to prevent it from drying out. Note: the first few wipes may tear until the
core corrects itself. Wipes should only be dispensed through lid when wet.

Apply Label & Wait - position label on bucket to comply with OSHA labeling
requirements and wait 5 minutes before use.

Do not add RMC® Quat Plus TB solution to wipe kit until you are ready to use it. Professional
quat-based solution tested in the wipe kit for 30 days. Use good safety practices when handling
disinfecting solution. We recommend wearing gloves when handling chemicals. See SDS for
further information.

NOTES: Your bucket must be labeled according to OSHA regulations. Once you use your bucket with RMC® Quat Plus TB, you cannot use it with
any other solution. Never mix with any other chemical. Store your bucket at room temperature with your other chemical products.
OSHA LABELING REGULATIONS:
Employers must ensure that no worker uses, stores, or allows any other person to use or store any chemical solution if the container does not
meet the following labeling requirements in OSHA’s Hazard Communication standard [29 CFR 1910.1200(f)(1)]:
The identity of the chemical and appropriate safety precautions must be shown on the label.
The safety precautions must provide users with an immediate understanding of the primary health and/or physical hazard(s) of the
chemical solution through the use of words, pictures, symbols, or any other combination of these elements.
The name and address of the manufacturer, importer or other responsible party must be included on the label.
The hazard label message must be legible, permanently displayed and written in English.
EMERGING VIRAL PATHOGENS CLAIM:
RMC® Quat Plus TB liquid solution (EPA registration No.1839-83-527) is an EPA approved disinfectant able to kill coronavirus. It cleans and
disinfects effectively and is virucidal (proven effective against HIV-1 (AIDS) virus when used as directed. Its hard surface disinfecting action will
reduce the hazard of cross-contamination. It prevents odor caused by mold and mildew. Recommended for use in hospitals, nursing homes,
schools, colleges, commercial and industrial institutions, and veterinary clinics. Disinfects, cleans and deodorizes. Use on floors, walls, metal
surfaces, stainless steel surfaces, glazed porcelain, plastic surfaces and other hard non-porous surfaces.

Have questions? We love to help! info@npscorp.com 800-558-5066
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